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Digital Single Market Directive
Martin Husovec (London School of Economics) and Martin Kretschmer (Professor of
Intellectual Property Law and Director of CREATe, University of Glasgow) · Wednesday,
June 12th, 2019

The Digital Single Market is a widely shared aspiration. The recently adopted
copyright reform is one of the EU’s central interventions to re-arrange online creative
markets. The expectation is that the newly created rules will facilitate fairer
attribution of value where it is due. Since the narrative behind the legislation was
dramatic, the expectations are high.
However, due to political turbulences in the legislative process, the resulting text of
the Directive is extremely complex. There is now a serious risk that the Member
States will spend another decade debating what exactly they agreed upon in spring
2019. This risk is intensified by the fact that several Member States continue to hold
strong views against the adopted legislation even now the legislative process is over.
Therefore, there is a real threat that diverging national implementations will
undermine legal certainty and the competitive environment in the European online
space. Incompatible national implementations or regulatory “forum-shopping” for
more favorable implementations most certainly would not benefit the Digital Single
Market.
The European Copyright Roundtable is an event conceived in the hope that these risks
can be minimized through an open, fair and respectful debate. Organised by
academics, without any industry funding, the ECR creates a European forum, which
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brings academics and stakeholders into a conversation about important questions of
the implementation stage. Sustained academic examination and proper exchange on
the European level can help to reduce the differences and inform the national
implementation phase. This is why invitations were sent to academics from all sides of
the opinion spectrum and a diverse set of stakeholders. By inviting the Member
States’ representatives to the audience and giving them the opportunity to interact
with experts, the organisers hope to lower the risks of national fragmentation.
The workshop thus aims to shed light on the most important questions that made the
Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market so controversial. This time, the
questions will be addressed through fine-grained analysis of options and interpretation
of the adopted legal text. The purpose is not to reopen entire policy debates. With the
help of the academic community, the organisers have assembled a list of pertinent
questions regarding Article 17 of the DSM Directive. A call was issued on 20
May: How to Implement Article 17 DSMD? Have Your Say! The resulting list has been
distributed to the speakers and the audience, and published online (see below). The
list will form the basis for the debate, which is structured into four panels focusing on
different parts of the legal mechanism. Each panel features three academics and up to
three industry representatives.
Since the seats at the venue are limited and participation in person can be costly, the
event will be live streamed on ECR’s YouTube channel. The video-recording will
continue to be available online in its archive. The organisers will also seek to
document the debate. If the format proves successful (feedback is invited!), the hope
is that similar discussions can be facilitated around other provisions of the DSM
Directive.
DSM Directive.

The programme is structured in four panel.

Overview
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General issues
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Academic1 Academic2 Industry1 Industry2 Industry3
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Panel 1: General Issues
In the policy debate about the effects of Article 17 (ex-Article 13) of the Directive,
there was concern that the provisions may have unintended reach, such as hindering
innovation and market entry. While the new measures are aimed at a small number of
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internet giants, they might catch many other services. The first panel therefore
examines the provisions that seek to define scope and target. It will also explore the
nature of the newly adopted legal mechanism in the context of existing exclusive
rights and the current liability framework. In particular, the panel will explore to what
extent Article 17 amends or complements the E-Commerce Directive and the
Information Society Directive, including the respective case law produced by the
Court of Justice of the European Union.
What is it?
1. Is Article 17 a sui generis right to communication to the public? If not, what
conditions of the communication to the public case law apply? What are the
consequences of Article 17 DSMD on Article 3 InfoSocD?
2. Is bifurcation of the case-law still possible? (for online content-sharing service
providers OCSSPs to follow Article 17 and for other services to return to pre-GS
Media/Filmspeler on secondary liability).

Who is the target?
3. Is ‘competing for the same audience’ (Recital 62) part of the test of the definition for
an OCSSP?
4. Is it possible for Article 2(6) definition to remain dynamic, tracking CJEU case law?
5. Which services are in a grey area?
6. The German protocol suggests that ‘large amount’ might be interpreted in relation to
competition terms, such as ‘dominant’. Is this possible?
7. Does ‘organizing and promoting for profit-making purposes’ cover also passive
intermediaries?
8. What is common to the list following ‘such as’? (Article 2(6))?
9. What is the scope of the carve-out for services the main purpose of which is to
‘engage in or facilitate copyright piracy’ (Recital 62)?

Forum shopping?
10. To what extent do we risk that the market players will use the strictest
implementation of Article 17 as the least common denominator?
11. How to resolve issues when two countries claim applicability of their national
solutions, but the licence only covers a single country or their preventive duties
differ?

Panel 2: Licensing obligations
The second panel examines the new licensing obligations. Licences are the mechanism
that is supposed to deliver new revenues from platforms to creators (and publishers
and producers). They are the key motivation for Article 17. The panel will therefore
explore how the national legislator can realistically draft such licensing obligations
taking into account practices for musical, artistic, audio-visual and literary works.
How?
1. What form of authorization next to licensing will be possible?
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1. Can the Member States prescribe that a licence cannot require filtering (even
short of general monitoring)?
2. Is country-based licensing feasible, and if not, what are the solutions?
3. Can pan-European licensing of content be facilitated?
1. How? Is it possible to establish a new Article 17 collecting society, acquiring
rights from eg YouTubers, bloggers, and dissatisfied current members of
CMOs (under Zweckübertragung)?
2. Which OCSSP might be interested to licence from such a new entity, and why?
3. What licensing mechanism can be realistically used to implement Article
17(1)? Voluntary or extended collective licensing?
4. How can such efforts be reconciled with the interests to geo-block content?

What scope?
4. What is the goal and subject scope of “best effort” authorization?
1. Will all sites be required to license all types of media? If a site is primarily for
text, will it need to license video/music/images regardless?
2. What are the consequences of “best efforts” obligation for markets that license
content exclusively?
5. What licensing efforts are mandated?
1. Is it enough if OCSSPs act only upon request by a right holder, or do they need
to proactively search for them?
2. In the latter case, do they need to contact only a CMO or engage in some
diligent search? Alternatively, something in-between?
3. Should such efforts be continuous or one-off?
4. Do start-ups envisaged in Article 17(6) have a weaker obligation in this
regard?
5. Can OCSSPs avoid the licensing duty (i.e. decide not to ‘carry content’ and
thus pay for it) when the right holders are willing to license? And how?
6. What is the territorial scope of “best effort” authorization?
1. How do we determine which countries are in scope of their Article 17
implementation?
2. How can OCSSPs credibly decide to leave particular markets?
7. Should the Member States implement separate rules on Article 17 licensing
contracts?
1. What should be required beyond Article 17(2)?
2. Given their impact on non-parties, should these contracts be publically
available?

Panel 3: Preventive obligations
The third panel addresses the claim that upload filters will become inevitable in the
absence of licensing. It will explore to what extent there is room for an
implementation that avoids the indiscriminate filtering of content, and what tools are
available to the online platforms today. In addition, the panel will explore potential
transparency obligations, which the Member States might impose to facilitate
accountability.
What is it?
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1. What is the consequence of a violation of preventive duties? A copyright
infringement or other type of liability? What are the effects if sanctions are not
harmonized?
2. How does the stakeholder dialogue and issued guidelines based on Article 17(10)
limits the Member State’s ability to experiment in their national laws?

What is required?
3. Can Article 17(4)(b) be implemented without ex-ante technical filtering of all the
content?
1. If yes, what other measures might be sufficient and when?
2. Does the data protection law limit such filtering in any substantial way?
4. What information is required to trigger Article 17(4)(b) preventive obligations?
1. Must this information be submitted to each OCSSP separately?
2. Does this information differ for different type and size of OCSSPs?
3. Should the Member States specify what information is required, and how it is
accessible, e.g. prescribe API, open standards (suggested in German protocol,
seeking to prevent de facto private copyright register)? What are the effects of
different specifications?
5. Is the prohibition of a general monitoring obligation going beyond Article 15 ECD?
1. If yes, what are the consequences for Article 17(4)(b)? How do they resolve?

What transparency?
6. How should Member States assure transparency of the used preventive tools?
1. Should the transparency obligations be periodical (e.g. publishing
reports/audits) or only on the request (Article 17(10))?

Panel 4: Over-blocking
The final panel analyses if the creator’s and user’s autonomy and fundamental rights
can be sufficiently reflected in implementations of Article 17. It explores how to
resolve the problem of inevitable false positives in automated enforcement, to
incentivize quality in preventive efforts and to design the mechanism of the follow-up
dispute resolution in order to assure compliance with freedom of expression
safeguards.
Scope of permissible use
1. What are the possibilities of implementation of Article 17(2) extension of licences for
end-users?
1. What to do with the right of reproduction not mentioned in the Article?
2. How to resolve the obvious conflict between exceptions as regulated by Article 5(1)
of the InfoSoc Directive and by Article 17(7)?
3. H o w t o r e s o l v e c o n f l i c t s b e t w e e n n a t i o n a l r u l e s w h i c h a l l o w
different additional catalogues of exceptions and limitations?

Effective redress mechanism
4. What are the possibilities of implementation of the internal redress mechanism in
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Article 17(9)?
1. Should these be limited to OCSSPs or extend beyond?
5. What models for ADR-disputes do there exist?
1. Should users be allowed to bear a fee for engaging such a procedure?
2. Are Article 17(7) exceptions contract-proof? Are OCSSPs now always obliged
to carry content subject to these exceptions?
3. Should OCSSPs be obliged to pay fees for over-removal mistakes to incentivize
them to avoid false positives?
4. Given the strict liability of OCSSPs, should now also right holders bear the cost
of mistakes to fulfil the obligation under Article 17(7)? And if so, when and
how?
5. What transparency should govern these procedures?
6. What is the meaning of an obligation to allow users to ‘assert the use of an exception
or limitation’? What are the models of effective implementation?
1. Should the European Commission further facilitate these ADR procedures on
the European-level, following examples in consumer law or domain name law?

Transparency
7. Should the transparency obligation of Article 17(8) extend also to users’ rights to
request information? Is Article 17(10) (regarding users’ organisations’ access to
adequate information) a prescription to this end?
1. Should the transparency obligations be periodical (e.g. publishing
reports/audits) or only on request?
2. If OCSSPs and ADR reports/audits indicate systemic violation of freedom of
expression, what mechanisms should the Member States adopt to tackle the
problem?

Speakers
Academics
Organisers
Martin Husovec Assistant Professor at Tilburg University (Tilburg Institute for Law,
Technology, and Society (TILT) & Tilburg Law and Economics Center (TILEC)) &
Affiliate Scholar at Stanford Law School’s Center for Internet & Society (CIS).
Martin Kretschmer Professor of Intellectual Property Law at University of Glasgow
and Director of CREATe, the UK Copyright and Creative Economy Centre.
Academic speakers
Giancarlo Frosio Associate Professor at the Centre for International Intellectual
Property Studies (CEIPI), University of Strasbourg and a Non-Residential Fellow at
the Center for Internet and Society at Stanford Law School (CIS).
Marie-Christine Janssens Professor at the University of Leuven (KU Leuven) and
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Head of Unit of the KU Leuven Centre for IT & IP Law (CiTiP).
Thomas Margoni Senior Lecturer in Intellectual Property and Internet Law at the
University of Glasgow School of Law and CREATe Centre.
Valentina Moscon Senior Research Fellow in Intellectual Property and Competition
Law at Max Planck Institute for Innovation and Competition.
Jan Nordemann Attorney at Law (Germany), partner at BOEHMERT & BOEHMERT
and honorary professor at Humboldt University Berlin.
Miquel Peguera Associate Professor of Law at the Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
(UOC) and Affiliate Scholar at the Center for Internet and Society at Stanford Law
School (CIS).
João Pedro Quintais a Postdoctoral Researcher and Lecturer at the Institute for
Information Law (IViR), University of Amsterdam and member of the Blockchain &
Society Policy Research Lab.
Aleksandra Kuczerawy a Postdoctoral researcher at the KU Leuven Centre for IT &
IP Law (CiTiP).
Industry speakers
Frederico Oliveira Da Silva Legal Officer at BEUC, The European Consumer
Organisation.
Tobias Holzmüller General Counsel at GEMA.
Kristina Janusauskaite European Regional Counsel IFPI European Office, holds a
PhD in Intellectual Property Law from Max Planck Institute for Innovation and
Competition.
Alessandro La Rosa Lawyer at Studio Previti, Legal Advisor to Mediaset Group,
Member of the Association of Commercial Television in Europe.
Paul Keller Vice-chair of Kennisland, Member of the International Communia
Association.
Cedric Manara Head of Copyright at Google, former Professor of Law at EDHEC
(France).
Mathilde Renou Legal Consultant at Lenz Caemmerer, founder of RENDEL
Consulting, representative of The International Association of Scientific, Technical and
Medical Publishers (STM).
Charles Slingsby Director of Legal and Business Affairs EU & APAC at Activision,
Legal Advisor for Twitch.tv
David El Sayegh Secretary General at SACEM, and president of board of directors of
RIDA (Revue Internationale du Droit d’Auteur).
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Carola Streul Secretary General of European Visual Artists (EVA).
Maya Stoyanova Senior Legal Advisor at SiteGround, previously worked in the EU
Institutions as a consultant in the field of intellectual property law.

Programme, list of questions and list of speakers can be downloaded here.

_____________________________
To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Copyright Blog,
please subscribe here.

This entry was posted on Wednesday, June 12th, 2019 at 3:02 pm and is filed under
Copyright, Digital Single Market, European Union, Legislative process
You can follow any responses to this entry through the Comments (RSS) feed. You can
leave a response, or trackback from your own site.
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